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Abstract. The capability curve for each generator unit is usually provided
by the generator manufacturer. But in practice, the generator can reach its
maximum generation limit before reaching the maximum limit on the
generator capability curve provided by the generator manufacturer. This
might occur because of the load location is far from the generator or the
varying of the loading value so that the maximum generation limit is
smaller than the value given on the generator capability curve of the
manufacturer. In this paper, the generator capability curve is determined
using the Modified Single Machine to Infinite Bus (M-SMIB) system
approach to determine the maximum generation limit every time there is a
change in loading or change in the load location. After the maximum
generation limit of each unit generator is known, the generator capability
curve that is always in accordance with the real time situation can be
formed. Thus, the operation limit of each generator can be recognized,
determine the appropriate protection system setting and can prevent the
electric power system disturbance. This method will be applied to
generator units in the four bus IEEE system with two generators.
Keywords: Maximum generation limit, operation generator limit,
protection system setting.

1 Introduction
The generator capability curve is limited the amount of active and reactive power
generation [1], determine the operating limit of the generator steady state stability and
determine the settings of protection system [2–5]. In addition it is also used to Optimal
Power Flow (OPF) operation limit [6–8] and the safe operation limit of the generator unit
[9]. In practice, the generator can reach its maximum loading limit before reaching the
maximum limit on the capability curve provided by the generator manufacturer [10]. This
might occur because of the load location is far from the generator or the varying of loading
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value so that the maximum generation limit is also smaller than the value given on the
generator capability curve of the manufacturer [11].
In this paper, the generator capability curve is determined using the Modified Single
Machine to Infinite Bus (M-SMIB) approach to determine the maximum generation limit of
each generator unit whenever there is a change in the loading value or change in the load
location. Thus, the capability curve of each generator unit formed is always in accordance
with the real time situation.
The multimachine system is converted into an M-SMIB system with an equivalent
impedance and an equivalent load by determining the contribution of each generator to a
loading value, and then the maximum generation limit of each generator unit can be
determined [11–14]. After the maximum generation limit for each generator unit is known,
a capability curve can be formed. The operating capability limit of each generator unit and
the appropriate protection settings that is always in accordance with the real time situation
can be determined, so that it can prevent the power system disturbance. This method will be
applied to generator units in the IEEE 4 bus 2 generator system.

2 Methodology
2.1 Generator capability curve
The generator capability curve provides a provision for the permitted generator operation
limit to the appropriate terminal voltage. This limit is generally based on the capability of
the equipment expressed by the maximum voltage and current limits. It also depends on
engine parameters, terminal heat and voltage limits [15]. The capability curve provides one
or more limits for the MW and MVar limit at different synchronous generator ratings [10].
There are four constraints which limited the generator operation [8], namely:
i. Maximum prime mover capability, generally smaller than the maximum active
power that limited by the generator stator current.
ii. Maximum capability of generator excitation.
iii. The maximum capability of the generator armature current to generate power.
iv. Minimum limit in under-excitation conditions.
2.2 Determination of generator capability curve using the M-SMIB system
approach
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Fig. 1. IEEE 4 bus system.

A simple method for converting a multimachine system into an M-SMIB system and
determining the maximum generation (Pmax and Qmax) of each generator on the IEEE 4 bus
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and 2 generators system is explained in reference [11]. The multi-machine system must be
converted to a Modified Single Machine to Infinite Bus (M-SMIB) system. The multimachine system shown in Figure 1 is converted to equivalent impedance and equivalent
load as shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Modified Single Machine to Infinite Bus (M-SMIB) system.

The procedure for converting a multimachine system into an M-SMIB system and
determining the maximum generation (Pmax and Qmax) of each generator can be explained as
follows [11]:
i. Prepare a loading value data, running the power flow program.
ii. After that, the contribution value for each generator unit is calculated [11].
iii. Running the power flow program with all generators turned off except the observed
generator with the loading value according to the calculation in step two. Obtained
active power (P), reactive power (Q), loss active power (PL) and reactive power loss
(QL).
iv. Calculate the observed generator current I (equal to the equivalent current) using the
Equation (1):

I  = 







Sin
3xVi

(1)

with:
I * = I conjugate
Sin = P + jQ = generator generator power generation
Vi = Voltage on bus i
v. Calculate the req and xeq value using the network losses concept as shown in the
Equation (2):
𝑟𝑒𝑞 =

𝑃𝐿
𝐼2

2)

and, next in Equation (3)
𝑥𝑒𝑞 =

with:
PL = active power loss
QL = reactive power loss
req = equivalent resistance
xeq = reactance is equivalent
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vi. Calculate E using the Equation (4):
E=V+IX
with:
E = internal voltage at the terminal generator,
V = voltage on infinite bus,
I = the current that was raised,
X = transfer reactance between E and V
X = Xd’+ xeq
with:
Xd '= generator reactance
xeq = reactance is equivalent

(4)

(5)

vii. Determine the observed generator maximum generation using the Equation (6) [16]:
E V
(6)
P
=
max

X

with:
Pmax = the generator maximum active power limit
and in Equation (7)
Qmax =

V
X

(E −V )

(7)

with:
Qmax = the generator maximum reactive power limit
Based on the data obtained in the calculation, plot the points (0, Qmax), (P1, Q1), (P2, Q2),
(Pmax, 0), (0, -Qmin), (P1, -Q1) and (P2, -Q2), then the points are connected to form a
generator capability curve for each generator unit.

3 Result and discussion
Simulation is carried out on the IEEE 4 bus with two generators system is shown in
Figure 1. The procedure to convert a multimachine system into an M-SMIB system and
determining the maximum generation (Pmax and Qmax) of each generator is explained in subsection 2.2 [11]. The generator 1 maximum generation limit at the 500 MW loading value
are 97.892 1 MW and 164.771 9 MVar, and the generator two maximum generation limit
are 302.194 8 MW and 269.116 6 MVar. After plot the points (0, Qmax), (P1, Q1), (P2, Q2),
(Pmax, 0), (0, -Qmin), (P1, -Q1) and (P2, -Q2) and connected the points, the generator
capability curve can be formed for each generator unit.
The generator 1 capability curve formed using the M-SMIB system approach that has
been carried out in this paper is shown in Figure 3 and the generator 2 capability curve is
shown in Figure 4. From the Figure 3 and the Figure 4, it can be seen that the generator
capability curve can be formed using the Modified Single Machine to Infinite Bus
(M-SMIB) approach to determine the maximum generation limit of each generator unit
whenever there is a change in the loading value or change in load location of the generator..
The capability curve of each generator unit made is always in accordance with the real time
situation. With the generator capability curve that is always in accordance with the real time
situation, the operating capability limit of each generator unit can be known and determine
the appropriate protection settings, so that it can prevent interference with the power
system.
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Fig. 3. Generator 1 capability curve.
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Fig. 4. Generator 2 capability curve.

4 Conclusion
In practice, a generator can reach its maximum loading limit before reaching the maximum
limit given on the capability curve provided by the generator manufacturer. This might
occur because of the location of the load that is far from the generator or the varying of the
loading value that changes so that the maximum generation limit value is also smaller than
the value given on the generator capability curve of the manufacturer. This paper explained
how to determine the generator capability curve using the Modified Single Machine to
Infinite Bus (M-SMIB) approach to determine the maximum generation limit of each
generator unit whenever there is a change in the loading value or change in load location of
the generator. Thus, the capability curve of each generator unit made is always in
accordance with the real time situation. With the generator capability curve that is always in
accordance with the real time situation, the operating capability limit of each generator unit
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can be known and determine the appropriate protection settings, so that it can prevent
interference with the power system.
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